Ultra Defoam-It is a water-based, silicone emulsion, antifoam agent and defoamer. Ultra Defoam-It can be used to prevent foam formation or knock down existing foam. Use rates for Ultra Defoam-It depend directly on temperature, composition, viscosity, agitation and other various conditions; therefore rates may require adjustment for the most effective dosage. Generally, use rates are lower when used as an antifoam to prevent or reduce foam formation.

**GENERAL INFORMATION**

Ultra Defoam-It at 1/2 - 1 oz. per 100 gallons of solution. It may be necessary to adjust the amount used according to individual conditions. In situations where foam develops after the fluid level drops, stop agitation and add the recommended dosage of Ultra Defoam-It.

When foaming develops in urea water solutions, it may be necessary to use more Ultra Defoam-It.

**NOT FOR AQUATIC USE**

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

Storage: Ultra Defoam-It will become thicker in cold weather and freeze. Freeze and thaw cycles may cause the emulsion to separate. Testing has shown that freezing does not significantly affect performance. Warming and shaking the container will help restore the material to its normal consistency.

For optimum storage stability, store at temperatures between 40°F (5°C) and 90°F (32°C). Do not store near oxidizing agents. Keep in original container.

Disposal: Do not reuse empty container. Triple rinse (or equivalent) during mixing and loading. Recycling decontaminated containers is the best option of container disposal. The Agricultural Container Recycling Council (ACRC) operates the national recycling program. Contact your state and local ACRC recycler visit the ACRC web page at HYPERLINK "http://www.acrcycle.org" www.acrcycle.org. Decontaminated containers may also be disposed of in a sanitary landfill.

**DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES:** Seller warrants that the chemical composition of this product conforms to the chemical description given on this label.

THIS WARRANTY IS EXPRESSLY IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS EXPRESSED, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE. Timing, rate and method of application, weather and crop conditions, mixtures with chemicals not specifically recommended on this label or accompanying written recommendation, are beyond the control of seller. Buyer assumes all risks of use, storage and handling of this material not in strict accordance with directions given herewith. Buyer further agrees in the event of damages arising from the use of this product to accept a replacement of the product or a refund of the purchase price of the product, at buyer’s option, as full discharge of seller’s liability. No one is authorized to make any other warranty, guarantee or directions concerning this product, and no such warranties, guarantees or directions shall be valid or binding upon seller.
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